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motion picture production code wikipedia - the motion picture production code was the set of industry moral guidelines
that was applied to most united states motion pictures released by major studios from 1930 to 1968 it is also popularly
known as the hays code after will h hays who was the president of the motion picture producers and distributors of america
mppda from 1922 to 1945 under hays leadership the mppda later, politico media complex wikipedia - the politico media
complex pmc also referred to as the political media complex is a name that has been given to the close systematized
symbiotic like network of relationships between a state s political and ruling classes its media industry and any interactions
with or dependencies upon interest groups with other domains and agencies such as law and its enforcement through the
police, night of the digital knives silicon valley launches - as the fallout from the failed unite the right rally in
charlottesville virginia last weekend continues leftist controlled tech and social media outlets have started mass censoring
right wingers and banning them from their platforms while sites such as twitter have been hostile to the right for a long time
the events in charlottesville where alt left agitator heather heyer was killed by, def con 18 hacking conference speakers started in 1992 by the dark tangent defcon is the world s longest running and largest underground hacking conference
hackers corporate it professionals and three letter government agencies all converge on las vegas every summer to absorb
cutting edge hacking research from the most brilliant minds in the world and test their skills in contests of hacking might,
join the battle for net neutrality - voters from across the political spectrum agree they don t want their cable company to
control what they see and do online the fcc s reckless repeal of net neutrality has sparked an unprecedented backlash as
millions of americans have contacted their lawmakers in protest, cultural collapse theory the 7 steps that lead to a - lets
not forget one of the biggest contributing factors towards cultural decline economic collapse the high levels of
unemployment and hyperinflation growing out of control also contributes greatly towards the collapse of society on an
unprecedented scale, amazon com writing on the wall social media the first - starred review whatever adolescents and
technophiles might think social media is nothing new standage a history of the world in 6 glasses 2005 explores the human
impulse to socialize and the earlier technologies from papyrus to printing press that accommodated that impulse
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